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A “projection” is a psychological and energetic function that occurs when we ʻprojectʼ (like a
camera projector) disowned qualities of ourselves out onto others. This can be in the form of a
positive projection (“She is such an amazing artist, I will never be as talented and beautiful as
she is.”); or a negative projection (“He is such a selfish jerk. He only thinks of himself. I would
never treat people that way.”)
What makes these statements qualify as a projection, is that regardless of the fact that she may
actually be a talented artist or he may have been selfish, there is a reactive emotional charge
due to the comparison of oneself to another. This psychological process functions as a way
to disown the shadow, or unconscious, part of oneself. Some common emotions that are
elicited through projection are: disgust, envy, disapproval, wishfulness or longing.
When I was in graduate school for counseling, we would practice “withdrawing projections”
every week through written papers. We would look at our lives and find the places we were
projecting our light, or our shadow on the world and consciously take it back. The idea is that to
become a helpful therapist you need to be aware of your own shadow to be able to come from a
compassionate place. If you cannot treat the client from the energy of LOVE than you have no
business treating them at all. (This can be extremely challenging if your client is someone who
is for example, a pedophile or rapist.) But you can get to a place of loving compassion, even
when you are sitting across from someone who has committed a heinous act. It is good to
remember this if you feel overwhelmed by strong negative projections towards someone in your
life.
June Singer, in her book, “Boundaries of the Soul”, explains that projection is the, “mechanism
whereby we project aspects of our own unconscious qualities onto others and behave as if the
others who receive the projection are really what we imagine them to be.”
When we withdraw projections we reclaim parts of ourselves. Whether these parts are positive
or negative, it allows us to become more whole, empowered, authentic and individuated.
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How to Withdraw Projections
1 ➵ First identify someone which whom you have a strong emotional charge. It can be someone
that you have been ruminating on or who always brings up strong emotions when you think of
them. List the qualities that you think of to describe that person.
#
#

#
#

!
#

!
#

Jeannie
(Name)

is

rude
(quality)

2 ➵ Next describe the feelings you have around this person:
#

#

When I am around Jeannie I feel insecure, nervous and angry.
#
#
(name)
(feelings)

3 ➵ Then trace your own history around these qualities and feelings back to their possible
origins (like family experiences, formative events…)
“Janie reminds me of my Aunt Barbara who never would acknowledge my feelings. Barbara is
also brash and direct and always needs attention. I feel the same ways around Barbara that I
feel around Janie.”
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4 ➵ Now, withdraw the projection. This is the step where we flip the projection around and ask
ourselves when we act in the same ways (as the quality) as our projection. As humans we all
act certain predictable ways when we feel certain ways. (This is why we can assume that all
bullies are insecure. They are trying to feel control externally for the lack of control and
overwhelm they feel internally.) You are putting yourself in the other personʼs shoes and drawing
a compassionate connection how we all experience the same human emotions.
#

#
#

When I am rude it is because I am feeling isolated, fear, sad.
#
(quality)
(feelings)

5 ➵ Next look at where you carry these qualities inside yourself? Can you have compassion for
yourself for reasons you needed to project the quality?
“Where and in what way am I rude to others? What circumstances would
need to be happening for me to act out in a rude way? Can I find
compassion for Janie when I realize she must be feeling this way much of
the time?”
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6 ➵ When you finish withdrawing a projection you often know because the emotional charge
shifts. You will be focused on yourself instead of the other person. There are usually tears, as
you claim parts of yourself that you have disowned previously. Tears often occur for positive as
well as negative projections. For positive projections we welcome back our light and with
negative projections we increase our love and compassion for others while owning (our
previously unseen) shadow side. The more you heal, the less charge this person will have in
your life and you can see them with objectivity and compassion.
Journal a bit about how this exercise was for you: Did you gain any insight? What was it? Did
your compassion increase? Could you forgive yourself or another? What dots were you able to
connect about the topic? Did you feel like you withdrew the projection? Are there any missing
pieces that need to still be claimed? How will life be different once this projection is completely
withdrawn?
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